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Customer Success
Purpose

The purpose of this document is to detail the activities and outcomes of the Customer
Success team when a customer is onboarded to Omnico.
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1. Customer First & Customer Success Overview
1.1. What is Customer First and our

Customer Charter?

1.1.1. Customer First Charter: Company Credo:
(Definition: a statement of the beliefs or aims which guide someone’s actions)

Our customers are the people we work with, both within and outside of
Omnico.  We will always consider the needs of our colleagues and

customers and strive to make their business life more efficient, more
enjoyable and consequently more profitable.

1.1.2. Customer First Values
We deliver this mission to our customers using the following values:

● We are listening: using customer feedback surveys and regular review meetings we
ensure our customers are happy and confident in our service.

● We are information gatherers: we will actively research future market changes, the
opportunities new technology brings, as well as monitoring industry trends to ensure
we act in our customers’ best interests with the products and solutions we offer.

● We are straightforward: we communicate openly and proactively with our customers
to ensure they are up to date on all information, building a mutual trust.

● We are authentic: expectations will be accurately set, responses to customers sent in
a timely and respectful manner, and we will fulfil or exceed those expectations.

● We are solution providers: we seek to take ownership and solve our customers
challenges with collaborative and innovative solutions.

● We celebrate success: we will take time to celebrate our customers and colleague’s
success.

1.2. What is the Role of Customer
Success?

● We are accountable for the customer’s success

● We aim to be the customer's trusted advisor

● We develop, maintain, and agree a success plan with the customer

● We proactively monitor and drive adoption of the Omnico software, features and
functionality
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● We proactively work within the Omnico Sales & Account team to recommend
solutions to solve your business challenges

1.2.1. All Teams own the Customers’ Success
The Customer Success Managers own the overall success of a customer. As part of Customer
First we work across all teams to ensure expectations have been met.

● Professional Services owns the delivery Success

● Sales & Account owns the commercial Success

● Support owns the incident and resolution Success

● Product owns the solution Success

1.3. How do we Measure Success?

● Success Plan tracking. Once the ROI is understood, the CSM works with the customer
to ensure we are working together to enable / achieve the customers desired
outcome.

● We use the NPS (Net Promoter Score) and NPS perceived to track the customers
satisfaction throughout the year.

● Metrics via our CRM tools to see what challenges and opportunities the customer
has and action those before they become a problem.

● Time spent with our customers

2. Customer Success Packages
2.1. Success Package Details

Please see below for the Activities and frequency of the Commerce Success package.

Feature Commerce Enterprise Description

CSM Introduction Named CSM introduced and activities
explained based on the subscription
model.  

Customer Success
Kick Off

CSM engages with the customer and
sets up a meeting to go through the
success plan, define the customer
success plan and start to understand
the customer requirements / ROI /
VIP’s / NPS 

Success Reviews Every 6 Months Bimonthly
(Every 2
months)

Milestones to continue the
engagements with the customer.
Review previous reviews, reports,
health scores, report successes,
promote upcoming versions / news /
webinars.
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Gap Analysis Once a year 6 month Work with the customer to identify
functionality they are not making use
of. Advise the customer if we have a
solution to fill that need via training,
upgrading or a new product. 

Activities Pro-active (digital
touch)

Pro-active
(High Touch)

To include best practice advice,
changes in industry, etc.

Communication will be digital for
Commerce Customers (email, blogs,
etc.).

Monitor Feedback
(Support / NPS)

Health / Support and NPS (Net
promoter) feedback is monitored to
ensure we are providing the service we
have agreed to deliver 

On-site / Virtual
engagements
meetings

Virtual / Digital
content

Virtual /

On-site (if

location allows)

Virtual meetings are always preferred
on regular catchups but on-site are
preferred for Customer Success Kick
Offs for Enterprise. 

2.2. A Year in the Life of Customer
Success

Represents Customer Success Kickoff and reviews. We aim to capture the NPS
perceived at the start of the kickoff to understand ROI and define the success plan

When a CSM proactively looks at the Health Score and Dashboards to identify other
areas that may need actioning straight away or bringing up at the next Success Review

High Priority raised by the customer

Gap analysis to ensure the customer is getting as much use out of their Omnico
products and services as they can

Looking at the ideas and enhancements the customers have raised

Identify any new releases or features whether that be with the product or
self-service tools and advise the customer how it may aid them

Internal review on the lead up to 3 months prior to the customers anniversary date

Discuss the upcoming NPS (Net Promoter Score) survey and advise of its
importance

The table below shows a typical year in the Commerce offering
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3. Customer Success Documents & Actions
3.1. Kickoff

The Customer Success kickoff is designed to serve as the formal introduction of the CSM to
the customer and to kick off the services their CSM will provide. This meeting should include
the customer key contacts, the CSM and the sales or account manager. The NPS perceived
score will be determined.

3.2. Customer Success Plan
The Customer Success plan is a living record of the customers goals, action items and
important dates to be aware of. The CS plan will be sent to the customer contact(s) in
advance of the meeting, referenced during the meeting and updated post meeting to be
reshared with the contact(s) for transparency and accountability. Typically, a customer will
designate who would “own” this plan on the customer side.

3.3. Success Reviews
Success Reviews are intended to have dedicated time between the CSM and customer to
review the past period; frequency is based on the customer's chosen success package.
During this meeting, the CS plan will be reviewed with the customer contact(s) – tracking
progress and noting any changes in priority.

3.4. Gap Analysis
The purpose of the Gap Analysis activity is to ensure the customer is using as much of
Omnico’s products and services that is appropriate to their business and is aware of others
that could aid growth. This is not to be confused with a billable consultant project. The key
areas to review are:
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● Product / Service usage
● Product / Service adoption
● Training requirements
● Success Plan review

3.5. NPS: Net Promoter Score
Our NPS survey is not only a way of measuring our success, but also to ensure we are

engaging with our entire customer base to understand how they feel about Omnico’s

products and services. The additional questions may vary however the main question below

doesn’t:

On a scale of 0-10, how likely are you be to recommend Omnico to a colleague or friend?

The CSM will provide education on the NPS survey. The Perceived score will be identified
and recorded. This is the platform to build and/or maintain. The CSM will promote the
annual survey completion as these responses help provide clear messaging on our strategies
and roadmap.
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